The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow predominantly holds antiquities and West European art. It also keeps a collection of Japanese art, especially woodblock prints, that includes a certain residue from the scores amassed by Sergei Kitaev (1864–1927), a Russian naval officer whose ship took him to Japan as he cruised the high seas between 1885 and 1896 (fig. 1). Rumors circulate that the Japanese print collection is “big” or even “the largest in Europe,” but no one outside a few scholars in the late 1980s or early 1990s has viewed it. Until recently, only three pamphlets in Russian in conjunction with small exhibitions from the Kitaev holdings have been published. They sketch the provenance of the Kitaev Collection, said to include either twenty-two or twenty-five thousand woodcuts. The prelude to a story of misfortunes begins when Kitaev sent his crated collection to the Rumyantsev Museum in Moscow for safekeeping in late December of 1916 or early 1917, when he left Russia, ostensibly for medical treatment abroad.

With the closure of the Rumyantsev Museum in 1924, the Kitaev Collection was transferred to the Museum of Fine Arts, renamed the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts (“the Pushkin”) in 1937. The number of Kitaev prints claimed in the pamphlets gave grounds to imagine that the Pushkin collection of Japanese prints is a hidden treasure. After the collapse of the USSR, when the cultural policies of the early post-Soviet authorities (consequently, of the Pushkin Museum) became slightly more open, a team of specialists from Japan rushed to Moscow to photograph and briefly describe the prints. In the following year, 1993, a book of minuscule reproductions with short captions was published in what became the first volume of the new Japanese Art Abroad Research Project of the Nichibunken, the International Research Center for Japanese Studies in Kyoto. That illustrated list, or reference work, the Pushikin zuroku, was an important prologue for a future catalogue. The catalogue proper had been, for several decades, a work-in-progress of the curator of the Pushkin Japanese collection, Beata G. Voronova (fig. 2). By early 2006, the curatorial and editorial work had been completed, and two volumes of about five hundred pages each were scheduled to be sent to the printer. Around that time, I happened to be in Moscow and met with Irina Antonova, Director of the Pushkin. She asked me to review the manuscript “for the last look” before it was to go to press “next week.” Upon reading it, I advised her to stop production for at least a year for, as I gently put it, “updating and expanding.”
suggestions of what had to be reworked and further researched convinced Madame Antonova. She ordered production to be halted on the spot. Her lieutenants were aghast, crying that the sponsors would donate no more money in the event of a delay. Madame Antonova asked me to amplify the catalogue in the capacity, as they call it in Russia, of academic editor. What ensued was a year and a half of very intensive research, rewriting, translation from Japanese, reattribution, compilation of the glossary, updating of the bibliography and contribution of about six hundred new entries. I also examined the history of the collection, discovering a cache of documents concerning Sergei Kitaev. The present essay is an extension of my work on Kitaev and the collection history.

The “Pushkin Catalogue,” Iaponskaya gravura (Japanese prints), was published in 2008 in two thick tomes (fig. 3). Unfortunately, it added scant visibility to this fabled collection inconnue. At the last moment, the Pushkin decided not to include English translations of the entries and introductory essay. The data in Latin letters are romanized names of the Japanese artists and the title and series of each print. I was only marginally successful in insisting on an alphabetical index of artists in Latin letters, to enable those users who do not read Cyrillic letters to find an artist listed alphabetically in a volume of over five hundred pages; Chikanobu (Takamizawa) and Hokusai (Xokusai), for example, come at the end of the Russian alphabet of thirty-three letters. After protracted persuasion, I seemed to have convinced the Pushkin bosses that a romanized index would be useful. The index was published—but without corresponding page numbers!

The incomplete roman index is a minor nuisance compared to the absence of the catalogue in bookstores and libraries. Brill publishers offered through me to distribute the catalogue outside Russia, a tender of no interest to the Pushkin authorities. There are copies in the library of the School of Oriental and African Studies in London, the British Library, London, the library of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, the Library of Congress, Washington, DC and the library of Waseda University, Tokyo. Two additional copies are those donated by me to the library of the Sainsbury Institute for the Study of Japanese Arts and Cultures, Norwich, UK, and to the Institute’s London office. The Pushkin Catalogue was printed in fifteen hundred copies; for roughly a month, it was available for sale for twenty-five hundred rubles (then one hundred dollars) in the Pushkin Museum bookstand. (I was lucky to have friends in Moscow who bought two copies and sent them to me—each set is about five kilos—over eleven pounds.) Since then, the catalogue is virtually unavailable, as it was never released to Russian bookstores.

The century-long story of the Kitaev Collection is, to borrow Churchill’s words, “a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.” According to the Pushkin curator, Voronova, there are about two thousand prints currently in the roster. What happened to the tens of thousands proudly mentioned by the original collector? Why does this catalogue, called in the Pushkin “raisonné,” contain only 1546 entries, including insignificant prints in horrible condition, while dozens, if not hundreds, of decent works are left out? (Sometimes the left sheet of a complete diptych is omitted, even though the right sheet is in the catalogue.) I made a start to unravel these contradictions. The fate of the Kitaev Collection is typical of what happens to a noble private initiative in Russia—be it under a czarist, Soviet or post-Soviet regime. Behind these vicissitudes remains the compelling story of Sergei Kitaev and his enchantment with Japanese art.
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FIG. 5. Tsukioka Yoshitoshi. The Spirit of
a Forsaken Woman Sitting under a Waterfall
(Sei puti rei takai ki kahara akari), from
the series New Forms of Thirty-six Ghosts
(Shindei sanju-rokkaisen). 1892. Color
woodcut. 37 x 25 cm. Kitaev Collection,
Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts,
Moscow (A. 1892).

On the strip of paper attached at the
bottom of the print, Kitaev wrote the
version of the story known to him
(translated here from the Russian): “Her
husband had been crippled by the enemy. In
order to propitiate the gods who might heal
him, she vowed to bathe one hundred days
in a row in a sacred waterfall, but the enemy
killed her. Her ghost informed the husband
when it would be feasible to finish off the
enemy, and justice was restored: the enemy perished.”
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bottom of the print, Kitaev wrote the
version of the story known to him
(translated here from the Russian): “Her
husband had been crippled by the enemy. In
order to propitiate the gods who might heal
him, she vowed to bathe one hundred days
in a row in a sacred waterfall, but the enemy
killed her. Her ghost informed the husband
when it would be feasible to finish off the
enemy, and justice was restored: the enemy perished.”

Hatsuhana’s husband was crippled when
he injured his knee while searching the
country for the man who killed his father. Hatsuhana carried him to a sacred waterfall, under which she prayed until she died. Her husband recovered and killed the murderer. Hatsuhana’s ghost then appeared, rising from the waters.

AN “ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ALL THE ARTS OF JAPAN”

In the late nineteenth century, when the young Sergei Kitaev began to buy
Japanese art during his stopovers in Japanese ports (1883–86 and 1893–96),
the collecting of ukiyo-e prints in the West was enjoying exponential
growth (fig. 4). In Russia, however, he was virtually the first swallow of
spring. (Regrettably, this swallow did “not a summer make” of Japanese art
in his country.) Kitaev can be included in the brilliant cohort of Russian

collectors of his generation: well-educated and well-heeled representatives
of the merchant class, who were more aesthetically open and daring than
the nobility and gentry-class collectors, who traditionally gravitated toward
European classical art. Kitaev looks like a representative man of his time and
means, somewhat effete and in the sway of fashionable things Japanese.
He was artistically gifted himself, being an amateur watercolor artist and a
man with a refined and fragile nature. Not without reason, Kitaev chose
his “favorite” and “soul-mate” Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (1839–1892), the last
important and innovative ukiyo-e master, who marked the end of the two-
centuries-old cultural tradition (fig. 5). An excessively overwrought—to
the extent of the macabre and pathological—decadent who suffered from
nervous breakdowns, Yoshitoshi died in his early fifties, as would Kitaev in
his early sixties, after a series of ruinous outbreaks of psychic malaise.

Not much is known about Kitaev’s life: a dry list of the slowly changing
ranks in his personnel file in the Navy archive; brief mentions of his collect-
ions in Russian and Japanese newspapers; a few short letters from Kitaev to
various officials; and a letter of recollections by his fellow officer (and artist)
Pavel Pavlinov (1871–1966), written forty years after their last meeting.

EARLY LIFE AND NAVAL HERITAGE

Sergei Nikolayevich Kitaev was born June 10 (Gregorian calendar: 22), 1864, in
the village of Klishino on the Oka River in Ryazan province (now a part of Moscow province), where the Kitaevs had their family estate. He
belonged to a well-to-do family bearing the rank of hereditary honorable
citizens. Most probably his family made its money from the local sailcloth
factory, which had provided sails for the navy since the time of Peter the
GREAT—hence the naval connection of the future collector and his broth-
ers (his father, Nikolai Aleksandrovich Kitaev, was a captain too). From
the age of fourteen, Kitaev was educated at the Naval School (later renamed
Naval Corps) in Saint Petersburg. He graduated in 1884 salutatorian (his
name was incised and gilted on the marble Board of Honor). He served as
an officer in Saint Petersburg and on the ships of the Pacific fleet until 1903
and, afterward, in Petersburg until 1912. His highest rank in service was
Colonel of the Admiralty ("colonel" because in his last years he served on
shore), and when he was discharged due to ill-health, he was promoted to
the rank of Major General of the Admiralty (a uniquely Russian title). One
very blurred photograph of Kitaev from a Japanese newspaper of 1918 is
known, as well as a description from a Russian secret police report of
1904: “medium height, a black French-style beard, mustache pointed up, wears
a black-tinted pince-nez.”

Kitaev exhibited at the Imperial Academy of Arts and in the Society
of Watercolor Artists. His elder brother, Vasily Kitaev (1849–1904), was also in
the navy and an artist; another brother, Alexander (c. 1852–?), was a
naval officer who spent time in Nagasaki and published essays about his Far
Eastern travels. Yet another brother, Vladimir (1853–1920), ended his life as
an émigré in Japan, and died in Nagasaki.
There were hand-colored glass slides for a magic lantern taken, for the most part, from prints on historical and mythological subjects. There were hundreds of books and albums, and finally, thousands of prints. Kitaev writes:

> These are the cities where I was buying: Tokyo, Kyoto, Yokohama, Osaka, Kobe, Shimozonoeki, Nagasaki, Hakodate, Nikko, Nagoya, Tsuruga, Kago-shima. In villages: Otso, Mianoshita [Miyanoishita at Hakone], Inasa, Atami. There were other places, but their names I do not remember. My agents (ojiisan—“old men”) canvassed the length and breadth of [Japan] for several years.  

Kitaev made acquisitions in all ports from Nagasaki and Kagoshima in the south to Hakodate in the north. He did not miss Otso, famous for its folk pictures, and “the Russian village” Inasa in Nagasaki Bay, where the Russian naval base was established in 1899. On the other hand, all evident advantages notwithstanding, there was a serious problem: in port towns (especially, Yokohama and Kobe) a significant part of the art market was targeted at foreigners, as discussed below.

Kitaev had every reason to call his collection “an encyclopedia of the arts of all Japan.” He was not just an amateur who was buying pictures he liked, without any system. Kitaev took care to represent Japan the country through its art. The bulk of his collection was formed in Japan before 1895, when he reached the age of thirty, although he continued to add items through his agents when he settled in Saint Petersburg. He also thought about the benefits to the public and future specialists. Nagata Seiji noted in his introduction to the catalogue of the collection’s 1994 exhibition in Japan: “The huge variety of the materials of this collection is its particular feature. From the scholarly viewpoint, Japanese art is represented in a very strong fashion and conveys the sensibility of the collector. Geographically, it contains everything from the prints of Édo to those of Kyōto, Osaka and Nagasaki. For a foreigner of those days it has a rarely seen breadth.”

Given his collecting interests that included even chromolithographs and those prints he called “copies” (facsimiles and recuts, or akashi-han), one may ask whether Kitaev was simply omnivorous, as often happens with many well-heeled dilettantes. Yes, by all means he was a dilettante in its original meaning of “delighted one.” Its negative connotation of superficial, half-baked amateur does not become him. Judging from his letters, Kitaev had considerable knowledge of books on Japanese art in European languages, and he hired Japanese linguists to translate texts related to Japanese artists into Russian for him; in the letter that contains the Brief List, the third, Kitaev includes excerpts from thoughts about the essence of art by Kawanabe Kyōsai (1831–1889). He frequently communicated directly with artists and antique dealers in Japan, visited old temples to see famous works of art and regularly showed new acquisitions to his “three friends—Chiossone, Bigot, and Gibert”—who visited him aboard ship to view the collection and later invited Kitaev to his Tokyo School of Fine Arts. The names of ukiyo-e masters mentioned in Kitaev’s letters to Pavlovin...
demonstrate that he was well-oriented in who was who. He knew the es-
lished hierarchy of artists, but he had his own eye and taste. At the start of his collecting, Kitaev was under the spell of Hokusai. "I was enamored with him more than anybody else... Later I found other artists who were more refined and elegant, and some of them no less powerful." Revealing in this excerpt is not his fascination with Hokusai, but Kitaev’s ability to ad-
imit that there were other artists, perhaps less famous, but more refined and no less powerful: "The works of Hokkei [1780–1850] and Hokusai [1760–
1848] I also like very much—there is power and harmony in them." In the
same letter, Kitaev muses on the calligraphic nature of Japanese painting:
And because of this the imagination of the Japanese is incomparably sharper than European; it often allows but a mere hint, whereas ours demands the full elaboration. The consequences of this are manifold. For us, an artist creates volume by shading, whereas, for a Japanese, a sharp outline of familiar objects would be enough. We demand perspective (albeit conventional...). and in the Japanese imagination almost all perspective draws by its own facil-
ties: if it is necessary for a hawk to fly over a forest, an artist will draw a few upper tree branches; if the hawk sits on the ground, the artist gives its exact position on the ground and a hint of this ground at the side; sometimes the artist just indicates somewhere at the top a cliff and it is enough—the imagi-
nation of the Japanese viewer will find [the hawk] below on the ground. 

Kitaev also provides enthusiastic insight into the Japanese aesthetic of dis-
playing paintings:
In the books on Japanese painting I did not find advice on their character-
istic habit which is not to turn (as we do) numerous paintings into elements of interior decoration (which become much too familiar and no longer attract attention) by hanging them permanently on the walls. They change their paintings every day and savor the freshness of perception! Isn’t it the case with literature, when it remains more fresh from the distance of time, you always discover in a talented piece new charms that escaped your attention in previous readings. So they applied this method of rereading pictures again and again. You should also add to this the calligraphic nature of their paint-
ing, and the aesthetic, visual rereading will appear in all its entirety and total freshness.

Kitaev is talking not only about psychological aspects of visual perception but is also drawing together the Japanese way of conceiving imagery through a combination of the visual and verbal. In this subtle perception possibly lies one of the predilections of Kitaev as collector: surimono, with their symbiosis of word and picture. It is important to stress here that, despite all the love that Kitaev felt to-
warm about prints. (Fenollosa later changed his mind, possibly because of the art market and job opportunities.) Kitaev mentioned Fenollosa and his collection in two letters. Sergei Kitaev’s dream “Encyclopedia” never became the scholarly catalogue nor his collection the touchstone for future connoisseurs that he envisioned.

**Exhibitions**

In a letter written in December 1916 to Vasily G. Gorshanov, a member of the Society of Friends of the Rumyantsev Museum, Kitaev gives a short appraisal of his collection:

Since the time [I formed my collection], a whole series of books on Japanese art has been published. I have them now, and thus I can more clearly under-
stand the colossal material I collected. Besides that, I canvassed all Europe, excluding only Spain, Portugal and the Balkan Peninsula, studying museum and private collections. In 1910, in London, I saw the exhibition “The 
Treasuries of Old Art of Japan” (I have its illustrated catalogue), which was temporarily brought from Japan by the special order of the Mikado on the occasion of the Japan-British Exhibition. It occurred only once in the whole of Japanese history, and the reason was to show it to the British king, the no-
bility, the members of the British-Japanese Society, and also Franco-Japanese Society, specially invited from Paris. It was not shown to the general public. I saw it as a member of the Franco-Japanese Society, in the club’s building, methodically, part by part, during three days, and this was a lucky opportu-
nity to compare my kakemono [hanging scrolls] with those exhibited there. Based on the aforementioned, I was convinced that my collection occupies the second place in Europe, both in quality and quantity. The first would remain forever the collection of the engraver Chiossone, who bequeathed it to the Academy of Arts in Genoa.

Kitaev visited the largest museums in Berlin, Hamburg, Paris, London and elsewhere, meeting with their curators. “Hokusai,” Kitaev observes in a letter to Pavlinov, “is represented more fully [in my collection] than even in Chiossone’s. He reiterates this claim in several other places in the let-
ter: “Hokusai is just an amazing spontaneous force. You will see this when you look on those thousands that I have... . This edition [of Manga] is in fiftee books; I have it in the most rare excellent first printing. Likewise, I have the famous One Hundred Views of Mount Fuji in three volumes in the first edition.” In the Brief List, he gives the following numbers: Hokusai color prints—1 large and 17 medium size; black-and-white—666 large and 394 medium. Besides those he adds 80 large and exactly 1000 medium-sized color prints in late editions.

In October 1896, Kitaev proposed an exhibition of his collection to the vice-

Your Excellency,

Having spent almost three and a half years in Japan, I collected about two
hundred fifty Japanese paintings, several hundred sketches and drawings and several thousand color prints. Among artists, there are representatives of all
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The Moussard Mondays, founded in the nineteenth century by Evgeny Moussard, a former secretary to Grand Duchess Maria Nikolayevna, was an aristocratic charitable society made up of collectors, patrons of the arts and benefactors of artists and their families.

Another well-attended event to publicize the upcoming exhibition was a series of three lectures delivered by Kitaev about Japanese life and art with the demonstration of glass slides using a magic lantern. According to the newspaper Novoe Vremya (The New Times), the lectures were attended by a big crowd, including Admiral Pavel P. Tyrrev, former commodore of the Russian Pacific fleet then head of the Naval Ministry; Leonid Maikov, vice-president of the Academy of Sciences; Count Ivan Tolstoy, vice-president of the Academy of Arts; Dmitry V. Grigorovich, director of the Museum of the Society for Promotion of the Arts and other dignitaries. This list of the prominent figures of Russian art, science and the imperial navy who attended a lecture about Japan and its art is rather impressive by itself, but if we recall that the lecturer was a thirty-two-year-old naval lieutenant, it looks more unusual. It is reasonable to conclude that Kitaev was wealthy and well-connected at the highest levels.

The next day, the same newspaper gave more details about the preparation of the exhibition: "Among outstanding works, there will be shown paintings of the Shijō, Kishū, Ukiyoe-e, Kano and other artistic schools." In a letter written twenty years later, Kitaev would mention the Tosa school—"these artists I used to buy in Kyoto"—and specified that, among the Kano artists, he had several works by Kano Taniyō (1602–1673).

Five days after the Moussard Mondays event, the local newspaper reminded its readers: "The Japanese exhibition is to be opened on Sunday, the 1st of December, at 11 a.m. It is organized in the Titian and Raphael Halls of the Academy of Arts, and numbers 283 entries. Some of these exhibits include more than one hundred objects (prints, caricatures and colored photographs illustrating Japanese life). All the preparations are finished. The exhibition consists of three parts: paintings, sketches and drawings, and prints." Within a fortnight, a daily gossip column placed the exhibition first in the lineup of what’s on: "Have you seen the Japanese? Listened to the Italians? Watched Duse? Read about the Né寿or audience with the sultan?—These are our hot questions." Instead of closing the exhibition after two weeks, as planned, Kitaev enhanced it with additional works and got permission for its extension until the new year (Gregorian: January 13). The artist Anna Ostroumova-Lebedeva (1872–1955), then a student at the Imperial Academy of Arts and later one of the main proponents of Japonism in Russia, recalls the transformative effect of this exhibition many years later in her memoirs: "Don’t remember exactly, but it could be 1906, there was the first Japanese exhibition organized by Kitaev in the Academy. I was totally smitten. . . . The works were hung on wooden partitions, without glass, in huge numbers, down to the floor" (fig. 9).

Numerous rave reviews were published when the exhibition traveled to Moscow in February 1897, occupying several rooms of the Historical Museum on Red Square, and again in 1905, for the exhibition organized in

Striving to enlighten the public, Kitaev organized three exhibitions of his collection: December 2–23 (December 17–January 6), 1896, in the Imperial Academy of Arts (Saint Petersburg); February 21–23 (February 17–March 7), 1897, in the Historical Museum (Moscow); and in late September–October 1905, in the Society for the Promotion of the Arts (Saint Petersburg). Kitaev compiled booklets, or guides, to accompany the exhibitions in 1896 and 1905 (fig. 8).

The first exhibition provoked a flurry of newspaper announcements, reviews and responses. It was preceded by public events and lectures. On November 4 (26), Kitaev showed selected paintings and talked about Japanese art in a high-profile event called Moussard Mondays. The newspaper Syn Otechestva (The Son of the Fatherland) reported: "On the 4th of November, a very lively artistic evening took place in The Salt Town. It is known as Moussard Mondays. Gathered were the chairman, Duke Leuchtenberg, venerated older members such as Professors Lagorio, Karazin, Musin-Pushkin and others. That evening, a Lieutenant Kitaev, who has just returned from Japan, where he brought together a rich collection of Japanese art during his four-year-long stay, showed paintings of Japanese artists and talked about the emergence and development of artistry in that country. . . . The evening was completed by a friendly supper with numerous toasts."64

schools of Japanese painting; thus, the exhibition of their works can give an idea of Japanese art."

Fig. 8. List of Hokusai hanging scrolls from Kitaev’s guide to the exhibition of Japanese painting in St. Petersburg, 1905. Private Collection, Moscow. The last boldface heading on page 12 reads, "Hokusai (Japanese Doré [Gustave Doré])." There are fifteen entries for Hokusai on page 13, with nos. 103 and 204 identified as forgeries.
the collection to St. Petersburg and applied to the Imperial Society for Advancement of the Arts for a free exhibition space, thinking that the development of the artistic taste of Russian society is included in its mission. And what did I learn? I was told that I had to pay a huge sum (don't remember now—one or two thousand per month) and to take care of all preparation and security. It was the first knife into my heart.

I applied to the Academy of Sciences, thinking that the ethnographic part (the photographs) would be interesting enough to enable this Learned Institution to support my educational goal. A handful of gallery owners were willing to give for free, but stark empty. Easels, fabrics, heating, all management, security and organization I had to take care of single-handedly.

It was the second knife; I thanked the administration and declined. There remained the Imperial Academy of Arts. The charming Count N. I. Tolstoy and V. G. Makovsky, with your good offices, gave me the space without charge; however, acting by Academy regulations, I had to pay to your bursar a fee for amortization of a staircase carpet (which was never there, by the way), add fabric to upholster the boards, order at my expense shelves for the photographs, hire a cashier, organize and pay for publications and pay for attendants. . . .

The response of press and the public was very different; there were about eight hundred visitors per day, which I did not expect, having in mind the Petersburg December, dark and busy with Christmas preparations. This brought me moral solace. . . .”

As early as 1896, Kitaev began wishing to donate his collection to the future Moscow Museum of Fine Arts, which at that time was in the early stages of construction. He wrote twice to Professor Ivan V. Tsvetaev (1847–1913), the director. Tsvetaev's responses are unknown. A professor of art history at Moscow University and a specialist in Roman antiquities, he made titanic efforts to establish an educational museum filled with plaster casts of classical and Renaissance masterpieces. Possibly, Japanese prints and scrolls were very far from his ideal of a fine arts museum. In 1904, the newspaper Sankt-Peterburgskie Vedomosti (Saint Petersburg Gazette) published an interview with Kitaev titled "The Captive." It begins:

"Kitaev is then quoted. I'd be happy to help you, but unfortunately I can't. My Japanese collection is in captivity now . . . and I do not think that it would be possible to deliver it soon. It languishes in Moscow in storage . . . packed in crates and packages and nailed up . . . S. N. [Kitaev] gave me a shocking example of how the most wholesome and unselfish, almost self-abnegating endeavors are ruined in Russia."

The journalist reports that not a single Russian institution, except for the Stroganov School of Technical Drawing, asked Kitaev if the collection were available to buy. On the other hand, he adds, "several inquiries came from

INTO CAPTIVITY

Beginning in 1896, Kitaev’s attempts to exhibit his collection and to make it available to the public on a permanent basis by selling it to the state encountered all kinds of red tape. In a letter of 1904 addressed to Valerian P. Lobokov (1866—after 1917), secretary of the Russian Academy of Art in Saint Petersburg, Kitaev relates his sad experience in organizing the exhibition of 1896:

I have to begin from afar. Enthusiastically, I was forming my collection, having in mind to display it for the public without charge. I considered the collection rich enough to provide to my fellow citizens an idea of what kind of a rival (in 1896) we were dealing with by showing them the arts of the people of Japan and thirteen hundred photographs of the country and domestic life of their nation.

To fulfill my youthful undertaking (I was about thirty at that time), I bought

Saint Petersburg immediately after the inglorious defeat of Russia in the Russo-Japanese War.

All this success among young artists and newspaper reports notwithstanding, it was not easy to organize these exhibitions. The third and last, in October 1905, took place during the difficult time of civil unrest called the First Russian Revolution; the month of October was marked by a nationwide political strike. Kitaev’s plan to sell his collection for the benefit of the public met with a complete lack of interest on the part of decision makers.


The postcard was published by the St. Petersburg Society of St. Eugenia of the Red Cross for the series Art on Postcards, issued for charity purposes at the beginning of World War I.
abroad. . . There were a few offers from Japan to buy the collection, and Hasekawa was going to travel to Russia to try to overcome the stubbornness of Mr. Kitaev."

But it was only the beginning of the collection’s misfortunes (and those of the collector himself). In 1916, Kitaev was preparing to travel abroad for prolonged medical treatment, and he offered the government the chance to buy his collection. Surprisingly, the response went as far as establishing a commission of experts to evaluate the collection. Its members were Sergei Oldenburg (1883–1954), a professor of Buddhism and Indian culture; Sergei Eliseev (1889–1975), a Sinologist who had just returned from Japan; Pavel Pavlinov, Kitaev’s fellow naval officer and artist; and Anna Ostroumova-Lebedeva, the printmaker who had been impressed by the collection at the 1896 exhibition. It was in anticipation of the examination of his collection that Kitaev sent two letters to Pavlinov to whet the latter’s interest.

The commission met in Kitaev’s home in Saint Petersburg in September 1916 over the course of seven evenings, and recommended to the government that it should buy the collection. However, the purchase fell through because, as Pavlinov wrote forty years later, due to wartime expenses the government could not meet Kitaev’s asking price of one hundred and fifty thousand rubles, comparable to about fifty thousand dollars in 1916. That year was the beginning of a huge inflation in Russia; prices skyrocketed in autumn. Before the war, Kitaev’s salary would have been about three thousand rubles per annum. An apartment of five or six rooms, with bathroom and electricity, averaged about two hundred per month. In 1898, Kitaev had wanted to sell his collection for fifteen thousand rubles. The difference between that figure and his asking price in 1916 was based on inflation, an increase in prices for Japanese art and the fact that in 1898 he was willing to sell his holdings for a fraction of their real value.

Meanwhile, Kitaev was eager to get out of the country and could not leave his collection in Saint Petersburg; the front line was very close, and there was a real possibility of the German army entering the city. The same Pavlinov, who had some connections in the Moscow Rumyantsev Museum, advised Kitaev to entrust the collection to its custody (fig. 10). In a letter to Vasily Gorshanova, a member of the Society of Friends of the Rumyantsev Museum, Kitaev had asked permission to leave the collection on loan for safekeeping, and mentioned his unsuccessful attempt to sell it to the state. He then wrote a second letter in December 1916:

Dear Vasily Vikent’evich [Gorshanova]! Thank you for your fast and kind reply. I beg you to not think that I obtrude myself with my collection. I am personally in love with it and am not interested in selling it soon. I only regret that it is not public property, so the people who understand true art could pick up from it a lot of the delight that it provides."

As a footnote to the story of the vanished grandeur of the Kitaev Collection, I would like to mention one virtually unknown reference to its breadth. It is a newspaper review of the exhibition organized by Kitaev in September 1905 in Saint Petersburg:

In total, there are two hundred and fifty paintings and several hundreds of sketches of the best artists. Next to it there are up to thirteen hundred systematized big photographs taken and artistically colored by the Japanese. . . . Also, there are several thousand pictures printed in color [woodcuts]. Besides these, about one hundred and fifty watercolors of Japanese views painted by Kitaev himself are on view. . . . On top of this, in the exhibition rooms there are many rare Japanese objects made of bronze, porcelain, ivory and screens (among the latter, there are a few of high artistic quality, such as the work of the famous decorative master Kōrin)."

It is difficult to imagine the enormous scale of this exhibition, but the number of two-dimensional works (two hundred and fifty paintings, thirteen hundred photographs and several thousand prints) coincides with what is known from other sources, including Kitaev himself. What is most interesting is the mention of decorative and applied arts. There is no material witness or paper trail of these objects or of what happened to them before or after Kitaev consigned his crates and boxes to storage in the Rumyantsev Museum basement at the end of 1916. The railroad car with Kitaev’s collection probably reached Moscow in January 1917. The collection would have been nationalized by the Bolsheviks in 1918.

PARTING WITH THE COLLECTION

The Kitaevs (Sergei, his wife Anna and their twenty-year-old son Innokenty) left Russia, temporarily, or so they thought. Several months later, the Bolshevik Revolution erupted. Kitaev’s last years have become known only recently. Ishigaki Katsu, the former Russian bibliographer of the National Diet Library in Tokyo, discovered that the Kitaevs were in Mukden (now Shenyang) between 1917 and 1918. It may be that because of the war the Kitaevs could not go to Europe and went instead to relatives in Chernovo, and from there to neighboring China. In the beginning of the twentieth century there was a strong Russian presence in Mukden; after the Battle of Mukden in 1904, the city fell into Japanese hands.

In October 1918, the Kitaevs were in Yokohama, living at Nakamura,
ward, their house on the Bluff was destroyed in the Great Kanto Earthquake. Kitaev’s wife and son left for America (the name Innokenty Sergeevich Kitaev is in the 1925 M.I.T. yearbook as a student of civil engineering). Sergei Nikolayevich died in Matsuzaawa Hospital on April 14, 1927. The notice of his death appears in the bulletin Svyobat Des (The Orthodox Messenger), stating that an admiral of the Russian navy, Kitaev, was given the last rites and escorted to a cemetery by a Father Inaga and an attendant, Vasily. During the following decades, the name of Kitaev was completely forgotten in Soviet Russia. His collection (or what was left of it) entered the Pushkin Museum in 1934, with the closing of the Rumyantsev Museum; between 1929 and 1930 the Kitaev Collection was entered in accession ledgers. In 1950, Beata G. Voronova, the curator referenced earlier, was assigned to the collection. She held that post for the next fifty-eight years.

The mystery of big numbers

Working on the catalogue of the Pushkin prints, I resolved to investigate the huge discrepancy between the original number of Kitaev holdings mentioned in different sources, and what remains. In the Pushkin Catalogue, which had been conceived as a complete presentation of the museum’s holdings of Japanese prints, only 158 of Hokusai’s works are listed (even including those few with a dubious attribution and coming from other, non-Kitaev, provenances). It is not so small a number in itself, but somehow it is more than twenty times smaller than Kitaev’s own estimate. We may surmise that Kitaev counted as individual sheets all prints in bound albums and books that are not included in the 2008 catalogue raisonne. Hokusai’s complete Manga comes to slightly less than one thousand pages, but there is no full thousand in Kitaev’s Brief List. Even if we make the rather improbable hypothesis that Kitaev counted the lightly colored pages of the Manga among the black-and-white prints, it still won’t work: his 1666 black-and-white prints are mentioned as “large,” whereas the Manga format is small. Luckily, the quantity (one thousand) and the format (medium) in the rubric “late color prints” coincide with the Manga, and there is a late edition of the Manga in the Pushkin. But where is the first edition of the Manga, the possession of which Kitaev wrote about so proudly? He could err in some attributions or dates, but it is less likely that he would boast about a restriche of mediocre quality, even if some unprincipled “agents” had tried to fool him. We should insert here that Kitaev held his “agents” in high esteem: “Araki-san is a traditionally educated, charming Japanese. He frequently visited my ship; together we took to Hokusai, Utagawa, and many other artists. I suggest that there may be not so drastic, but still significant, is the discrepancy between Kitaev’s Brief List and extant prints by Utamaro (104 versus 70); Toyokuni (169 vs. 31); Yoshitoshi (450 vs. 53) and many other artists. I suggest that there may be three reasons for this variance. The first and most benign explanation is, as remarked above, that Kitaev may have listed every page in a book as an independent entry. Second, between the compilation of the Brief List and the

no. 1492. According to a Yokohama newspaper, “while in Japan thirty-three years ago, the artist Kitaev, well-known in artistic circles, collected fourteen thousand works of Japanese art, including three hundred paintings as well as three thousand prints by Kitagawa Utamaro [1753-1806], Utagawa Kunisada [1786-1861], Utagawa Toyokuni [1796-1825], Hokusai and other masters—in total about eight thousand” (fig. 11). Around that time, Kitaev organized an exhibition in Yokohama of about seventy of his watercolors. In 1921, he moved to the Bluff area. In the Yokohama City Archive, I found a Bluff Directory for 1921. Kitaev was listed there as S. Kitaef with the house number 1790. It was next to the Ferris seminary (no. 178) and close to the French consulate (no. 185) and the Russian library with the editorial offices of the newspaper Delo Rossii (The Russian Cause) (no. 186).

On June 16, 1922, the Yomiuri newspaper printed the penultimate short news item about the collector: “Mr. Kitaev, the patron of Japanese art who lived in Yamate in Yokohama, suddenly went insane—possibly because of the painful feelings provoked by the state of affairs in Russia.” It happened during the intensive preparations for his one-man exhibition of watercolors at Shirokiya Department Store in Nihonbash in Tokyo. He had a nervous breakdown. Here it is appropriate to reveal that Pavlinov had mentioned in his letter of recollections about Kitaev that “in . . . . I met Sergei Nikolayevich, who was somehow better after his illness. Doctors recommended he go somewhere abroad for treatment.” It may be pertinent that Kitaev’s elder brother, Vasily Kitaev, had committed suicide “having a sudden fit of acute insanity” in 1924, as was mentioned in passing in a newspaper obituary.

After an initial hospitalization in Tokyo’s Aoyama neurosis clinic, Kitaev was transferred to Tokyo Prefectural Matsuzaawa Hospital with the diagnosis of manic depressive psychosis. This occurred in December 1922; soon after-
time he entrusted his collection to the Rumyantsev Museum for custody in late 1916, Kitaev may have sold a number of objects. Third, between the compilation of the Brief List and the transfer of the collection to the Museum of Fine Arts (later called the Pushkin) in 1924, eight years passed that included the revolution and the civil war. We should add five to six years during which the crates and boxes of the Kitaev Collection were stored in cellars in the museum building on Volkhonka Street without even being inventoried, as prints were not registered in the museum's books until 1929–30.

At the conclusion of his letter of August 15, 1916 to Pavlinov, Kitaev remarks: "Among several thousands of prints, there are more than two thousand that cost, according to foreign prices, between one hundred and four hundred marks each."

The 2008 Pushkin Catalogue includes less than two thousand prints (among them, more than one hundred that came from sources other than Kitaev). Furthermore, many of these prints—late, small-format series and some unassuming surimono—could not be among the best and most expensive two thousand. We should bear in mind that the 1916 interview with Kitaev in the Yokohama newspaper lists fourteen thousand objects, including about eight thousand woodblock prints.

A serendipitous discovery I made while studying prints in the Japanese collection curatorial room in January 2007 corroborates the theory that Kitaev sold off some of the woodcuts. On the lower left back corner of a Teahouse in Takanaizai by Katsukawa Shuncho (act. 1780–93), I spotted two owner's seals with the monogram CK, a faint one within a circle and one within a triangle surrounded by a swallowlike bird (figs. 12a, b). The most natural thing would be to think that these are the initials of Sergei Kitaev (his name in Cyrillic reads Çágjëf [Kîtäev]). But this print was purchased in 1956 from the collector G. G. Lemlein, who could have acquired it decades earlier directly from Kitaev. At that session, I checked about ninety prints with direct provenance from the Kitaev Collection and did not find the cipher. However, it does not necessarily mean that others do not carry it. My main interest in that session was surimono, most pasted into albums, which makes the reverse side unavailable. Among the very few old Russian collectors of Japanese woodblocks there is none with the initials CK. An utterly fantastic assumption that these letters could be Roman and belong to a European collector was checked against the lists of owners' stamps and marks. I made inquiries with leading authorities on Western collections of ukiyo-e, and concluded that seals with the monogram CK were the personal seals of Sergei Kitaev.

The assumption that this Shuncho print went from Kitaev to another private collector before 1916 could provide an answer to another serious question: why the condition of many prints that came from Kitaev to the Pushkin is so poor, sometimes just horrible—with faded colors, darkened, soiled and wrinkled paper and torn edges. Kitaev himself wrote about the excellent condition of his prints. The good state of the Shuncho print (only two little fixings, but clean paper overall and unfaded colors) tells us that it enjoyed proper individual care and was not buried for many years in boxes in damp cellars; nor was it subjected to sun-drying after some catastrophic

winter during the period of military communism (1918–22) or other post-revolutionary cataclysms in the old building of the Rumyantsev Museum. The 1924 Pushkin accession receipt (Russ. Priyomnaya Opis) of the Kitaev Collection contains notes like this: "# 7/1690. Albums with prints and drawings. The presence of worms is detected; several albums are ruined."

The same accession ledger (entries 5624–5638 constitute the whole of the Kitaev Collection) summarizes the collection in the following numbers:

- Drawings on rollers
- Albums with prints and drawings
- Bundles with series
- Books with covers
- Screens (large)
- Prints and drawings in total
- Albums with photographs — transferred to the library.

Unknown registrars may have included all the pages in woodblock-printed books in the category "prints and drawings." This huge number of almost twenty-three thousand prints and drawings may have given some justification for the Pushkin to claim that its collection of Japanese prints is the biggest in Europe. Strangely enough, this claim is attributed to the vener- dated scholar Roger Keyes by the Pushkin curator Beata Voronova: "According to the American specialist Roger Keyes, who viewed the museum's collection in 1986, this is the largest collection of Japanese art in Europe." Voronova reiterated this comment in her introduction to the 2008 Pushkin Catalogue. While I was editing the catalogue for publication, I was puzzled by her remark, and contacted Keyes for clarification. He asked me to remove the statement from the text.

There is one more piece of documentary evidence of the early dispersal of the Kitaev Collection after its nationalization. In 2007, in the Pushkin archives, I found a file documenting the loan of some Japanese prints to another institution. On May 20, 1924, thirty-four Japanese prints were given...
by the Department of Fine Arts of the Rumyantsev Museum to the director of the Ars Asiatica Museum, Fedor V. Gogol, for a temporary exhibition that was to open on the 25th of that month.\textsuperscript{46} Nearly four years later, on December 6, 1927, A. Aristova, a senior assistant curator of the Print Department of the Pushkin (note that in 1924 the Kitaev Collection and other objects had been transferred to the Pushkin due to the closure of the Rumyantsev) reported to the curator of the Print Department, A. Sidorov, that those prints had not been returned.\textsuperscript{47} There is no evidence that these works by Hokusai, Utamaro, Utagawa Hiroshige (1797–1858), Kikugawa Eizan (1787–1867) and Keisai Eisen (1790–1848) were ever returned. This sort of loan or transfer was probably not an isolated incident.\textsuperscript{48} Moreover, there is indirect evidence that shortly after the transfer of the Kitaev Collection to the Museum of Fine Arts (later Pushkin), parts of it may have been sold. Netsuke and ivory carvings donated to the museum from the famous Musolov Collection were found in a local antique shop in 1925.\textsuperscript{49}

When, how and by whose ill-will a sale might have been perpetrated is hard to say. The Pushkin authorities are reluctant to discuss these matters and are quick to cover up anything that might provoke difficult questions.

In one telling example, when I received the printed catalogue I noticed some minor mistakes in the text of Kitaev’s letters that were made while transcribing them. (Kitaev’s handwriting and his obsolete pre-revolutionary orthography are difficult to decipher). I first came upon these errors while transcribing them. (Kitaev’s handwriting and his obsolete pre-revolutionary orthography are difficult to decipher). I then immediately thought of transfer. I marked them for correction. A year later, sitting in front of the newly printed luxury book, I found all these mistakes retained intact. I began to read carefully and found that Kitaev’s boast to Pavlinov in his letter of August 20, 1916 that he was the “most rare excellent first printing” of Hokusai’s \textit{Manga} had disappeared from the published transcription, and the remaining text had been slightly changed to smooth over the gap.\textsuperscript{50} No indication of this cut is given, although in the introduction to the chapter on “Archival materials” it is clearly stated that all excisions of the originals are marked by square brackets and explained.\textsuperscript{51} The dangerous information about the full fifteen-volume first \textit{Manga} edition was present in the text file with Kitaev’s transcribed letter sent to me to edit (see fig. 8). In my (unpublished) essay for the Pushkin Catalogue “Japanese pictures of the floating world and their 19th-century European collectors and admirers: The view from our day on the meeting of the two worlds,” I mention the first edition in a very benign context, emphasizing the original glory of the collection.\textsuperscript{52} In its defense, the museum staff may not have known about the discrepancy since the books are lost, yet the authorities, fearing that it could encourage uncomfortable inquiries from their superiors, decided it would be better to conceal it completely—by not publishing my essay and by deleting this information from the published version of Kitaev’s letter.\textsuperscript{53}

\textbf{Pushkin Catalogue Postscript}

The catalogue of Japanese prints in the Pushkin is not easy for a non-Russian reader to use. My assessments that many prints (about seventy
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\caption{Fig. 13. Kitagawa Utamaro II (1753–1806), \textit{Infinite Kemachi (Ouma Kemachi)}, from the series \textit{Little Seaings: Seven Kemachi (Pisologi o numa Kemachi)}, c. 1803. Color woodcut. 7.7 x 23 cm. Kitaev Collection, Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow (A. 942).
\begin{flushright}
Nearly a quarter of the Kitaev Collection is in this condition.
\end{flushright}
\end{figure}

\textit{suirinono} and others) were recuts of the early 1890s disappeared at the final able to find out. In one or two cases they missed deleting my revision (see no. 350 in vol. 1, p. 367). In the Russian description the word “recut” (\textit{pegorasvirka}) which I, as the academic editor, put in the title line, was moved by the in-house editors into the entry text, with the added disclaimer “in E. Steiner’s opinion this is recut.” In many cases it looks odd because immediately after that follows the text (written by me): “No originals are known” (in the case of Setsuri’s \textit{Fish and Squid}, no. 144) or “only two originals in such and such museums are known.” My foreword as academic editor with the brief summation of the goals of the edition and my role, as well as acknowledgment of colleagues and organizations that helped me in my work, was published—but without any heading (possibly it was removed at the very last minute because, on the top of that page, six lines are left empty). My foreword is not mentioned in the Table of Contents and appears after the curator’s introduction on page 20.

Many of the prints illustrated are in very poor condition: faded, torn, creased, wrinkled and with wormholes. Kitaev himself mentions in one of his letters that he would buy, from time to time, a work that required restoration and would give it to Japanese masters to fix. But many prints, now in poor condition, evidently had never been restored (fig. 13). It is difficult to imagine that Kitaev bought them in this state. My suggestion to exclude these worn prints or at least not to show them in large color illustrations was rejected. On the other hand, a number of reasonably good prints (many Utagawa Kunisada [1797–1861] and Kunisada triptychs, anonymous caricatures of the \textit{Bo-shin War}, as well as \textit{suirinono} that can be found in the Japanese \textit{Pushkin zuroku} were, for unknown reasons, not represented. When I asked the curator, she said that she did not remember; when I delivered the news to the Museum administration that many good prints had not been included, and gave them photocopies of two or three pages from the \textit{Pushkin zuroku} to compare with prints missing from the catalogue raisonné,” they looked rather shocked and ordered a check to see if those works were physically there. A few days later I was told by the head of the Department of Works on Paper that all the objects had been found (I asked to see some of the excluded Kunisada triptychs and found that the condition was quite decent). The explanation I was given was that it was “the curator’s choice” as to what to eliminate. Before I try to come up with some rational explanation for this cavalierness, I’d like to point out one more discrepancy: In the \textit{Pushkin zuroku}, there are five \textit{suirinono} by Harada Keigaku (act. 1850–60) (nos. 301, 302, p. 51, and nos. 975–77, p. 163). In the Pushkin Catalogue, there are only three (nos. 88–90, p. 88), but one of them (no. 88, a \textit{suirinono} with puppies) does not appear in \textit{Pushkin zuroku}. The most reasonable surmise is that, when the Japanese team visited the museum in 1992, not
all the prints could be found, but they reappeared later. And vice versa—when it came to production of the 2008 Pushkin Catalogue, many prints were either misplaced or could not be accessed for some reason or other.

Among the six hundred entries that I rewrote or added, some were inexplicably ignored. One instance involves a large-format *surimono* by Denkosai depicting a xylophone (*makkin*) with *shogi* (a form of Japanese chess) pieces (no. 62, vol. 1, p. 36, acc. no. A. 29041). There are no inscriptions or signatures, just a seal with the name Denkosai. While looking through the private collection of Erich Gross in Zurich in August 2007, I made the connection that this print is actually about a quarter of a large *surimono* (44 x 55.9 cm) printed with several poems signed by Eishi, Karoiba, Baika and others and commissioned by Nakamura Utaseon IV to commemorate the thirteenth anniversary of the death of his father, the famous kabuki actor Nakamura Utaseon III, and thus should be dated to 1850. Utaseon III used the poetry name Baigyoku. Sure enough, the left half of the *surimono* in the Gross collection depicts a screen with three sparrows on rice panicles. In the upper part is a poem signed Baigyoku. This separated section of the print was listed in the Pushkin zuroku as an independent entry, a *surimono* by an artist named Baigyoku (no. 978, p. 164, A. 29024). In the manuscript of the 2008 Pushkin Catalogue, this ‘Baigyoku’ was completely missing, along with numerous other entries found in the Pushkin zuroku. My suggestion to combine these two parts, search for the cut-off upper-right quarter with poems and publish next to it the intact print from the Gross collection was rejected without explanation. ‘Baigyoku’ was not published. Maybe it could not be found.

It is difficult to highlight any special prints from a typical roster of big names. The catalogue represents the usual fare of Hiroshige and Hokusai series, Utamaro women, Eisen, Eisen. What is distinctive is that they look as though they failed to pass numerous crash tests. Among the most obliterated prints are rarities such as Hokusai’s *Small Shell* (*Kogai*) (no. 439, vol. 1, p. 313) from the 1821 *surimono* series *Genraku Immortal Shell Matching Contest* (*Genraku kazen kai awase*); the only other known example is in the Chiba Prefectural Museum of Art.

However, there are still a few unique prints in reasonably good condition, including two *surimono* by Ryuryukyo Shinshai (1764–1820/5). Still Life with a Target was commissioned by the Taikogawa (Drum Target) (fig. 14). A similar *surimono* is described by Roger Keyes in his catalogue of the Chester Beatty Library collection as “Bow, Arrow and Target on Stand.” Keyes identified it as a Group D copy and indicated that the original was in the Art Institute of Chicago. He did not include an illustration. Upon visiting the Art Institute’s Japanese print room in March 2008, I realized that they have a slightly different print—there’s has a bonsai plum tree in blossom, missing in the Kitaev print, and the target stand has a different design. The *surimono* in the Pushkin Catalogue appears to be a previously unknown print from what looks like a small series of Shinshai’s Targets, not yet identified.

There are also several dozens of never previously studied or published *surimono* of the Osaka and Shijo schools. (Some were in the 1993 Pushkin zuroku—but there was not a full presentation there.) The catalogue also contains sections of more marginal material, such as stickers collected by pilgrims visiting temples (*sensohida*), “sticker-ers from a thousand temples”), book wrappers, folk paintings known as *Otsu-e*, prints on fan shapes and crepe-paper prints (*chirimen-ko*) (fig. 15). A large group of mostly anonymous prints known as Boshin War caricatures satirizes the clashes between pro-emperor forces and their shogunal rivals in 1867–68. Most of these prints were published in the catalogue of an exhibition at the Machida City Museum in 1995–54. Despite its idiosyncrasies, the 2008 catalogue of prints in the Pushkin Museum is a valid contribution to the library of *ukiyo-e*. It sheds some light on a long-neglected collection, locked away much as was its owner, Sergei Nikolaevich Kitaev, undone by his desire to preserve it.

### Notes


2. This two-volume work for which I served as academic editor is referred to collectively as the Pushkin Catalogue in the present essay and endnotes. Rehta G. Voronova, *Japanes slaska gravura* [I’yutokuka Gruyver],Evgeny Steiner, academic editor, 4 vols. (Moscow: Kraussa Plischach, 2008). A second edition, published in 2009 and released in 2010, is available in the Pushkin bookstore for about $150.

3. This number corresponds to 1986 accession numbers. Each sheet of a diptych or triptych was given its own accession number, 166 entries came from sources other than the Kitaev Collection.

4. Among the very few of Kitaev’s publications to buy Japanese arts and crafts was Vice-Admiral Evad A. Stakelberg (1839–1949). As an officer on the corvette *Adel* that sailed to Japan in the 1870s, he spent much time in Japanese ports. He was interested mostly in Japanese armor and decorative art. In 1871, there was a small exhibition from Stakelberg’s collection in Saint Petersburg, organized in conjunction with the official visit of Prince Arisugawa Taruhito (1837–1909). A collection of Japanese porcelain bought by Admiral Konstantin N. Povi (1839–1934), Vice-Admiral Alexander E. Kors (1837–1900) and Captain Vladimir V. Lindstrom was donated around that time to the Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography, Saint Petersburg. After several exhibitions from the Kitaev Collection, and with the influence of Japanism and the surge of interest in Japan provoked by the Russo-Japanese War, small collections of Japanese prints were amassed by Russian artists, critics and art collectors: F.I. Shchukin (1872–1932); I. S. Ostroukhov (1875–1935); I. E. Grabat (1875–1940); P.F. Konchalovsky (1876–1936) and others.

5. Kitaev’s letter to Pavel Pavlov, Aug. 20 (Gregorian calendar, Sep. 7), 1916. Department of Manuscripts, Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, stock 9, inventory II, document 608. Here and throughout the present essay translations from Russian and Japanese are by the author.

6. This is a Russian rank established in 1875 for prominent citizens of the merchant class who did not belong to the gentry; it was prestigious and restricted. At the time Kitaev was born, hereditary honorable citizens made up about 2–3.5 percent of the
should bear in mind that not all of Kitaev’s attributions were correct.

12. I saw many of these photographs in the late 1970s in the Pushkin’s Department of Scientific Documentation, a visual archive that is now part of the museum library. The accession-style albums were stored in original Japanese upholstered-wood boxes, on the very top of the high shelves (filled with huge boxes of loose reproductions of Western European paintings taken after World War II from the Dresden Gallery as ‘recovery art’). The location of the Kitaev boxes was not indicated in any finding aids or even cataloged in the ledger library.


22. Syn Otechestvo (The Son of the Fatherland) 311, Nov. 6 (18), 1896. I am grateful to Boris Kats for sharing the information from old Petersburg newspapers with me.


27. Never Forget 2473, Dec. 6 (18), 1896. Al- exander I. Někov (1873–1900), an influential diplomat, was a Russian ambassador to the Ottoman Empire.


29. Kitaev’s letter to Valerian P. Lobokov, June 12 (25), 1904, Research Archives of the Russian Academy of Arts, St. Petersburg, vol. for 1896. This letter is placed next to the receipt of Kitaev’s expenses and an unsigned report saying that Kitaev was made to pay in strict accordance with the law. I thank Boris Kats for sharing the text of this letter with me.

30. The institution evolved from a museum of plaster casts to a true museum of fine arts only after the Bolshiev Revolution of 1917, when the communist government nationalized all private collections and palaces and ordered their contents brought to the new museum (opened in 1923), although, before 1924, the main collecting point was the Rumyantsev Museum. It should be mentioned here that if Tovstonogov was not sympathetic to the idea of having Japanese collections in his classical art museum, he admired Moscow tea merchant K. S. Popov to collect Far Eastern arts and crafts: “I inveigled him in creation of a museum of Japanese and Chinese art industry in hope that later it would become either an independent museum, or an autonomous addition to the ethnographic department of the Rumyantsev Museum, or the Museum of Strongovy’s school of technical drawing.” See Tovstonogov’s diary entry 235 of April 25, 1894, Department of Manuscripts, Pushkin Museum, stock 6, inventory II, document 18.

31. Quoted by Ishigaki, “Sergei Kitaefu to daini no kokyo Nihon” (Sergei Kitaev and his second motherland, Japan), in Novoe Vremya (Saint Petersburg) 74, Sept. 24 (Oct. 7) 1905. Kitaev (1873–1916) was a young journalist who later became a prominent historian of literature and wrote several books about the poet Pushkin.

32. Quoted by Ishigaki, “Sergei Kitaefu to daini no kokyo Nihon” (Sergei Kitaev and his second motherland, Japan), in Novoe Vremya (Saint Petersburg) 74, Sept. 24 (Oct. 7) 1905. Kitaev (1873–1916) was a young journalist who later became a prominent historian of literature and wrote several books about the poet Pushkin.


see other collections was virtually impossible during the Soviet era, and extremely difficult due to the lack of funds in the post-Soviet period. With all these impediments, it was difficult to expect from the curator more than she was able to accomplish.

40. "Prints from early editions in color: large–72; medium–337; black-and-white: large–666; medium–534. Later editions in color: large–83; medium–100." The Brief List, Department of Manuscripts, Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, stock 3, inventory I, document 476. The 1986 exhibition guide mentions "several thousand prints by Hokusai." See "Ukazatel’ vystavki Iaponskoi zheleznii v Imperatorskoi Akademii Khudozhnikov," 35. This guide gives a separate entry for each painting, but allows only one entry for prints and sketches, for instance, no. 333 is described as "66 watercolors by Hokusai" and no. 276 is "500 Sano Japanese war prints."


43. The print in the Art Institute of Chicago, Bakumatsu no fu-shiga Bo-shin senso- o chu-shin ni (Images of the fleeting world), in


47. Statement no. 238 of 20 May, 1934 reports the order of the Museum Department of the People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment. See the Department of Manuscripts, Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, stock 3, inventory I, document 476. Art, inven-


49. For example, in 1934 dozens of Kitaev prints were transferred to Russian provincial museums in Chelyabinsk, Rostov and Novosibirsk. See Spisy Protsessov (Zakonodatel’stva) o Pravda promyshlennykh i GMII â‘® o Rasshirenykh Musei Strany (Lists of paintings transferred from Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts to different museums of the country in the Russian State Archive for Literature and Art), stock 329, inventory 1, document 224. The list of prints given to the Cheboksars Art Gallery can be found on pp. 125–127; to the Rostov Museum of Fine Arts on pp. 137–142; to the Novosibirsk Art Gallery on p. 69. Many of these prints were duplicates of originals reprinted in the Hokusai (in the case of Matro’s Verstavnoye Yazyki, Chelyabinsk was given A.2302, while the Pushkin Museum kept A. 2329 and A. 2321). It is fine to give duplicate copies to provincial museums, I mention it only to illustrate the dispersal of the original collection. Yet, the discrepancy in numbers remains too great.

50. Nikolai S. Mosolov (1846–1923), a famous engraver, museum and collector, bequeathed his fabric collection of prints (mostly Dutch, including 371 by Rembrandt), paintings, Chinese and Japanese bronze and ivories to the Rumyantsev Museum. In June 1917, soon after the closure of that museum and the transfer of its collections to the Pushkin, 164 netsuke and silhouettes from the Mosolov Collection were found by chance in an antique shop. They had been placed there by the Pushkin for sale and were rescued by F. Gogel, director of Ars Asiaticam (now